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OLYMP Barbers Classic
The new "Barbers Classic" skilfully presents state-of-the-art technology in fashionable retro style.
The classic shape in combination with the solid metal
components embodies a distinctly masculine character.
The painted side plates of the seat featuring the brand
logo are reminiscent of a classic motorcycle tank.
The top stitching in the fabric of the seat, back and leg
support underscore the distinct retro look.
The large adjustment range of the backrest and leg
support offer an extraordinary experience of comfort.
A solid metal release lever placed in easy reach allows
for synchronous adjustment:
while the back is shifted steeply backwards along with
the comfortable upholstered armrests, the solid polished
aluminium footrest raises the legs.
The upholstery on the vertical footrest element provides
pleasant support to the legs.
The polished aluminium headrest is height-adjustable and can be removed completely.
The lower pump section allows a height
adjustment of 170 mm and can be rotated and
locked into position.
The heavy chrome-plated base holds the
painted lower pump section and ensures
stability in all positions. In the lowermost
pump position, supports on the bottom of the
footrest prevent the chair from tipping when
the occupant is standing up.
The footrest can be folded up to make it
easier to clean the floor.
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"Barbers Classic" is available in 3 colour combinations:
Frame colour black
in combination with fabric Acidur L matt black with diamond top-stitching
Frame colour signal red
in combination with fabric Acidur L matt black with linear top-stitching
Frame colour cream white
in combination with fabric Acidur L chocolate with diamond top-stitching

Other colours and fabrics are not available.
A precisely fitting chair protector is offered to protect the back of the chair when dyeing.
It is possible to use the OLYMP "Pinocchio" child seat.

"Barbers Classic" is available for immediate delivery.
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